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Natural gas hydrates (NGH) are considered as the future clean energy in the era of carbon neutrality 1. Seep-
age behaviour of gas-water flow in hydrate-bearing sediment (HBS) and its controlling factors is significant
for developing effective production strategies. The flow patterns and relative permeability are two crucial as-
pects of the study on two phase flow in HBS, which are influenced by various factors involving pore structure,
wettability, hydrate morphology, and fluid properties. Currently, most research is focused on macroscopic
permeability, with limited exploration of the flow patterns of gas and water in the presence of hydrates. Ad-
ditionally, due to the distinct physical properties of hydrate particles such as wettability and phase change
[2, 3], experimental methods struggle to observe the interactions between multiphase fluids and the skeleton
(sediment + hydrates). Accurate determination of relative permeability is also challenging [4]. This study
aims at investigating the characteristics of gas-water flow in the presence of hydrates and constructing an
improved method for determining relative permeability based on CFD methods. In microfluidic chip experi-
ments, the morphology and heterogeneous distribution of hydrates, gas-water flow rates, and the wettability
of the skeleton were observed. Based on the information obtained from experiments, a geometric model of
HBS is constructed. Subsequently, Volume of Fluid (VOF) algorithm using OpenFOAM is applied for sim-
ulating two-phase gas-water flow. A steady-state method based on experimental determination of relative
permeability was applied to construct gas-water relative permeability curves in numerical simulations.

Fig. 1a presents the observation of pore-scale hydrate morphology and spatial distribution on the microfluidic
chip. Hydrate particles with size range of 5- ~500 μm were observed to form within the pores, indicating a
pore-filling type. Fig. 1b is the generated numerical model of HBS. Fig. 1c-d shows the CFD simulation of
gas-water flow behaviours in HBS. The influence of hydrate saturation and contact angles on the dynamic
distribution of gas and water in pores were investigated. When the water-particle contact angle is small,
the gas phase displacement exhibits a fingering pattern, forming distinct preferential flow channels. As the
contact angle increases, the gas phase transitions into a discontinuous state, causing somewater to be retained
within the pores. Fig. 2a depicts the variation of water saturation and inlet-outlet pressure drop over timewith
steady-state method. Various water saturation are achieved by setting different ratios of inlet gas to water
flow rates until reaching the final stable state. The effective permeability of gas and water is then calculated
according to Darcy’s law (as shown in Fig. 2b).
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Figure 1:

Fig. 1. (a) CH4 hydrate morphology and spatial distribution on the microfluidic chip. (b) Generated numerical
model of HBS. (c-d) gas-water flow patterns in simulations.

Figure 2:

Fig. 2. (a) water saturation and (b) inlet-outlet pressure drop over time. (c) gas-water relative permeability
curve.
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